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Neurologist Oliver Sacks stressed the use of lenses when engulfed in his own field. In a 

particular moment in his memoir he disclosed such thoughts in his chemistry studies: “...I think in 

narrative and historical terms...I devoured books on the history of chemistry, the evolution of its ideas, 

and the lives of my favorite chemists. Chemistry had, for me, a historical and human dimension too.” 1 

The historical and human dimension of musical gatherings begs to be explored. Such a lens to explore 

these dimensions is sociology, in particular an idea called Gemeinschaft. Using Gemeinschaft to 

observe chamber music,  

The concept of Gemeinschaft derives from Ferdinand Toennies, a sociologist of the late 19 th and 

early 20th century. Toennies fleshed out the concept in his 1877 work, Gemeinschaft und Gesellschaft.  

From the German, Gemeinschaft translates to “community”. This is a good place to start. Toennies 

breaks Gemeinscaft down into three characteristics: “...the first place closeness of blood relationship 

and mixture of blood, secondly physical proximity, and finally – intellectual proximity. In this  

gradation are, therefore, to be found the sources of all kinds of understanding.” 2 Closeness in family, 

place, and ideas permeate from wherever Gemeinschaft exists. What places did Toennies have in mind? 

Rural, pre-industrialized towns and neighborhoods at the turn of the century. These communities 

encapsulate the tightly knit bond that exhibits the communal nature of Gemeinschaft. 

The definition of chamber music that will be used compliments the close communities Toennies 

took inspiration from. As Christian Bashford explains it, chamber music is “for a small instrumental 

ensemble, with one player to a part, and intended for performance either in private, in a domestic 

1 Oliver Sacks. On The Move: A Life. (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 2015), 102.

2Ferdinand Toennies. “Gemeinschaft and Gesellschaft” in Theories of Society: Foundations of Modern Sociological 
Theory. Talcott Parsons, ed.( New York: Free Press of Glencoe, 1961), 197.
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environment with or without listeners.”  3 This explanation of chamber music is two fold. Both the 

ensemble and the environment must inhabit an intimate plane. Divorced from larger public excursions,  

chamber music exists in a universe similar to Gemeinschaft. This universe, however, begs for further 

inquiry. From Gemeinschaft, physical and intellectual proximity will be used  to view chamber music.  

Starting with physical proximity, it takes into account the idea of the home, the private sphere, and 

collective rituality. 

At its base, Gemeinschaft revolves around family. No other place mirrors family for Toennies 

like the home. The home “constitutes the realm and, as it were, the body of kinship. Here people live 

together under one protecting roof, here they share their possessions and their pleasures; they feed from 

the same supply, they sit at the same table.” 4 It is an architectural embodiment of Gemeinschaft. The 

physical proximity of the home serves as a means to bring those connected by blood and ideas together. 

A domestic setting is the ideal location for chamber music. Built around smaller ensembles and 

audiences, the home flourished as such a musical setting. In the 18 th century for instance, people 

brought chamber music into their home. Particularly in Berlin, as the New Grove Music Dictionary 

states, “intellectuals, artists, philosophers, writers and businessmen gathered, often in the houses of 

Jewish families, for serious music and conversation...” 5 Further into the 19th century in Vienna, 

Schubert's acquaintances took him and others into their home for entertainment and dance. These 

evenings revolved around chamber music, specifically Schubert's, lending to these evenings being 

called 'Schubertiades'. Punk music in the late 20th century found itself rooted in the houses of willing 

participants. For Los Angeles in the 80's and early 90's, Jonathan Daniel Gomez recalls in his 

3 Christina Bashford."Chamber music." Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online. Oxford University Press, accessed 
April 21, 2016, http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/grove/music/05379.

4 Ferdinand Toennies. “Gemeinschaft and Gesellschaft” in Theories of Society: Foundations of Modern Sociological  
Theory, 197.

5 “Chamber Music” in The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians. Sadie, Standley and George Grove, ed. 
(London: Macmillan, 1980), 441.

http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/grove/music/05379
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dissertation how “..a distinctive punk scene developed in the backyards of East Los Angeles homes, 

apartment complexes and anywhere a power source could be accessed for band instruments and where 

people could gather.” 6 It goes to show that the private sphere can and has been used to bring musician 

and audience together in the form of chamber music. 

Then there is the dilineation between the private sphere and the public sphere. In Toennies' 

essay, Gemeinschaft is contrasted with Gesellschaft. Gesellschaft is what we would consider the public 

sphere. Bustling metropolises serve as the entity for Gesellschaft. It is a world of transactions and 

relationships of utility. Emphasis should be placed on words like “professional” and “market”. Towns 

and pastorale neighborhoods of Gemeinschaft physically divorce themselves from this world and with 

it, Gesellschaft's idealogy. 

Now the question is what would be considered a musical experience of Gesellschaft? It could in 

one sense be what Edward Said describes in his essay “Pomp and Circumstance”: overly wrought and 

lavish classical music festivals. Therein, Said notes that “...the festival is a structure of alienation by 

which highly specialized musicians, hair dressers, lighting technicians, etc., distance themselves from 

the public, which 'consumes' music rather than makes it.”  7 This observation of consumerism is a 

striking one. Sociologist Ortiz Walton makes a similar observation in his comparison of the Western 

and African aesthetic. He notices how the concert hall is comparable to the marketplace: "The 

consumer, or concertgoer, like his counterpart in the world of commerce, has been made into a passive 

recipient of various sounds. He either accepts the product or rejects it, but never is he allowed to add 

his own creativity to it..." 8 Music is taken as a commodity, a form of exchange. An audience member 

6 Jonathan Daniel Gomez. "'Where's the Gig at?' The East Los Angeles Backyard Punk Scene and the Creations of Social 
Spaces at the Turn of the 21st Century”. 2012. (Doctoral Thesis, University of California, Santa Barbara), 4.

7 Edward Said. “Pomp and Circumstance” in Music at the Limits. (New York: Columbia University Press, 2008), 27. 

8 Ortiz Walton. “A Comparative Analysis of the African and the Western Aesthetics” in The Black Aesthetic, ed. Addison 
Gayle (Garden City, NY: Anchor, Doubleday, 1971), 45.
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buys a ticket for a show, goes to the show, and then leaves. A performer is paid to play the show, 

performs at the show, and then leaves These grand scale transactions take place in a location that match 

the pomposity. They are the Madison Square Gardens and Carnegie Halls: venues that reflect the urban 

highlife that they exist in. This is music, as Toennies would see it, as Gesellschaft. 

To have a musical Gemeinshcaft, one must separate the best one can from this Gesellschaft 

world. In his Introduction to the Sociology of Music, Theodor Adorno stresses how at the crux of 

chamber music, there is separation from the outside world: “Chamber music is specific to an epoch 

which the private sphere, as one of leisure, has vigorously parted from the public-professional sphere.”  

9 In Vienna between 1919 and 1921, The Society of Musical Private Performances was such a chamber 

music gathering that put itself physically outside of the public eye. Besides meeting at an undisclosed 

location and being a membership only group, the Society also sucked out all of the marrow of publicity 

that could harken to the “public-professional sphere”. The prospectus for the Society, penned by Alban 

Berg, makes this point as clear as day: “The performances must be withdrawn from the corrupting 

influence of publicity; that is, they must not be inspired by the spirit of competition, and must be 

independent of a applause and expressions of disapproval.” 10 There is another fascinating layer of 

physical separation here that should be noted: the conduct of those attending. 

Conduct at this chamber music event is not supposed to evoke the rowdy crowds at the 

“comfortably upholstered extension[s] of the Roman Colosseum” Glenn Gould called concert halls. 11 

What Arnold Schoenberg and company wanted to do with this chamber music was outside of the 

utilitarian purposes that they saw in society writ large. The mindset of “accepts the product or rejects  

it” brought up by Walton is leveled for one that strives for higher purposes. Gemeinschaft starts with 

9 Theodor W. Adorno. “Chamber Music” in Introduction to the Sociology of Music. (New York: Seabury Press, 1976), 86.

10 Alban Berg. “Prpospectus of the Society for Musical Private Performances” from Alban Berg by Willi Reich (New York: 
Harcourt, Brace & World, 1965), 48.

11 Glenn Gould. “Let's Ban Applause!” Musical America (February 1962).
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the smaller unit. In order for that unit to flourish on its own, it must separate itself from the larger one. 

Revisiting Bashford's definition of chamber music, this rises to the surface. Performance in privacy or 

in a domestic environment requires that physical separation from the public.

With the bringing of together of these smaller units in Gemeinschaft comes the intimacy of 

being together with other people and experiencing the same thing. This will be referred to as collective 

rituality,  a turn of phrase that writer Umberto Eco used in an essay called “Culture as Show Business”. 

Eco observed how people, especially youths, attend cultural events for more than intellectual 

enrichment. There is another need fulfilled in choosing to attend these gatherings: “I presume people 

who go to...hear Beethoven follow the symphony from beginning to end, but what counts is the 

collective rituality – as if that which used to be High Culture can be reaccepted and placed in a new 

dynamic provided it permits encounters, experiences in common.” 12 On a smaller scale, this dynamic 

is something that persists in Gemeinschaft. Toennies stressed that frequent face to face contact was 

crucial to Gemeinschaft's existence. Gemeinschaft could, he wrote, “persist during separation from the 

locality, but it then needs to be supported still more than before by well defined habits of reunion and 

sacred customs.” 13 Collective rituality is propped up by these two factors.To gather with others and 

experience things together, there has to be a frame of time in which to slide the photo of collective 

rituality into. 

Chamber music feeds just as much on collective rituality. A close friend of Schubert's, Maria 

Mitterbacher, recalls a chamber music gathering that reoccured weekly in Vienna : “Every Thursday,  

except at Carnival Time, a small, select circle of people used to meet...Their object was to give  

performances, mostly by amateurs though by distinguished, of old and new music before a small circle 

12 Umberto Eco. “Culture as Show Business” from Travels in Hyperreality. William Weaver, trans.( San Diego: Harcourt 
Brace Jovanovich, 1986), 155.

13 Ferdinand Toennies. Ferdinand Toennies. “Gemeinschaft and Gesellschaft” in Theories of Society: Foundations of  
Modern Sociological Theory, 195.
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of music lovers.” 14 Collective rituality is present in a small circle dedicated to experiencing old and 

new music together. Later in the 19th century, salons were epicenters of collective rituality. Hosts would 

regularly hold small gatherings where music and discussion took place. The previous excerpt from the 

Grove on Berlin bears repeating and elongating: “intellectuals, artists, philosophers, writers, and 

businessmen gathered, often in the houses of Jewish families, for serious music and conversation...

[C]omposers including Robert Schumann and Mendelssohn, presented their own music, sometimes 

using the occasion to try out new works.” 15 Having all these different kind of people meeting and 

conversing over chamber music serves collective rituality's function. 

The Society of Musical Private Performances also sought to meet frequently. Berg mentions that 

“[b]y the introduction of the weekly meetings (at that time, every Sunday morning from 10 to 12 in the 

small Musikvereinssaal) a still more effective means to this end is provided, namely the frequent 

repetition of every work.”  16 Collective rituality serves as a means for this small and dedicated group to 

encounter these new works together. 

The need to gather and take in things together is at the heart of chamber music. It serves as a 

way to bring people of a like mind together, which segues into intellectual proximity. Intellectual  

proximity can take into account pedagogical, political and musical ideas. 

Pedagogy is another form of Gemeinschaft. The community imparts values onto the individual. 

Toennies notices this with regards to parents to children. As follows, parental “...authority, in this sense, 

does not imply possession and use in the interest of the master; it means education and instruction as 

the fulfillment of procreation, ie, sharing the fullness of one's own life experiences with the children 

14 Otto Erich Deutsch, ed. Schubert: Memoirs by His Friends. Rosamond Ley and John Nowell, trans. (London: Adam and 
Charles Black, 1958), 223.

15 “Chamber Music” in The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 441.

16 Alban Berg. “Prospectus of the Society for Musical Private Performances” from Alban Berg, 48. 
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who will grow gradually to reciprocate these gifts and thus to establish a truly mutual relationship” 17 

(194).  Imparting knowledge creates a stronger communal bond for it establishes clarity. All within the 

group know what they stand for. This is the “reciprocal, binding sentiment as a peculiar will of 

Gemeinschaft we shall call understanding (consensus). It represents the special social force which 

keeps human beings together as members of a totality” 18 (196). An imperative is placed on the 

fostering of such understanding. This glue which keeps Gemeinschaft together can be imparted and 

fostered pedagogically. 

Chamber music shoots through misunderstanding by pedagogical means. Within the communal 

and musical of chamber music, ideas are shared and highlighted which serve to bring people together. 

The Society for Musical Private Performances, for instance, was brought into existence as a means of 

battling the misunderstanding of contemporary music at the time. Berg starts the prospectus by 

detailing the state of affairs of the music scene in Vienna: 

“any impression that they receive of it is inevitably one of un-clarity. The public is unclear 

about the purpose, the direction, the intention, the world of expression, the method of 

expression, the value, the nature, and the aim of the works. The performances are for the most 

part unclear. And in particular the public's consciousness of its need and desires is unclear.” 19 

This concern is echoed years later by Edward Said in “Pomp and Circumstance”. Said wonders of the 

purpose of the breakneck pace of programming musical festivals. Cramming a condensed collection of 

17 Ferdinand Toennies. Ferdinand Toennies. “Gemeinschaft and Gesellschaft” in Theories of Society: Foundations of  
Modern Sociological Theory, 194.

18 Ibid. 196. 

19 Alban Berg. “Prospectus of the Society for Musical Private Performances” from Alban Berg, 46.
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cantatas by Bach in a weekend loses significance when most people, besides music critics, go for a day 

or two but rarely the whole weekend.  Any sort of understanding that could be gained through engaging 

in the entire swath is gone. Said argues in the end that music, if it is to achieve any of the 

understanding, “requires the luxury of special attention and effort.” 20 What Schoenberg and company 

wanted to do was foster a chamber music meeting that fostered special attention and effort from both 

listener and performer. 

With memberships and exclusion of publicity and applause, the audience was put in a mindset 

and place to engage in the music alone. With a push for quality auditions for quality performances, the 

performers and composers were put in a mindset and place to share the music in a clear and convincing 

way. Chamber music help the Society  glare into the heart of what contemporary music was about. 

Living composers were felt to be marginalized and audiences did not know what to make of them. To 

bring select musicians and audiences together through chamber music was what the Society wanted. 

Understanding was the end goal. Berg's additional comment in the prospectus rings as a refrain: “[t]he 

desire to achieve clarity at last, and thus take into account such needs and desires as are justified, this  

was one of the reasons that moved Arnold Schoenberg to found the Society.” 21 If we observe this 

chamber music lens in modern times, understanding through pedagogy can be seen in the circles of 

punk rock. 

Poet and activist Adrienne Rich laments over the condition when “those who have power to 

name and to socially construct reality choose to not see or hear you.” 22 It is the antithesis to Toennies' 

understanding that Rich calls invisibility. Invisibility is something that youths encounter day to day.  

Punk academic Rebekah Cordova explains that youths “struggle to find empowering...environments 

20 Edward Said. “Pomp and Circumstance” in Musical Limits, 27.

21 Alban Berg. “Prospectus for the Society of Musical Private Performances” in Alban Berg, 46. 

22 Adrienne Rich. Blood, Bread, and Poetry: Selected Prose, 1979-1985. (New York: Norton, 1986), 199.
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that authentically acknowledge their complex identity and voice.” 23 Instead of fostering understanding 

like a paternal figure, society shuts them out. It is similar to the invisibility of modern composers in the  

scene of Vienna that Berg wrote about. 

To fight against this invisibility, youths form their own societal ideals. As Cordova explains, 

they “go beyond critical analysis and evaluate how to use their identity and voice to impact their  

community.” 24 Within this learning process, ideals are turned in action. Chamber music can act as one 

of these verbs. Take the small scale gatherings of punk  subcultures. Cordova recounts her own 

experience in punk circles:

 “On an experiential level, I knew this pedagogy or Punk curricula existed in some form; it was 

my own involvement in 1990s Hardcore Punk and the Straight Edge Movement (a drug-free  

sub-sect of Punk) that led me to make significant dietary and political decisions based on Punk 

cultural norms and information (i.e., academic content) that I had gathered and internalized  

from my participation.” 25

It is imperative to note how the involvement and participation revolves around the music gathering. In  

a way, chamber music works as the classroom: ideals are developed, debated, and projected by the 

musicians and listeners. Bands share songs whose messages display said ideals. Listeners interact with 

fellow listeners and musicians as they share aesthetic viewpoints and prevailing attitudes. By virtue of 

what Cordova considers “punk pedagogy”, understanding can flourish. Where this intimate 

23 Rebekah A. Cordova. "Punk has always been My School": The Educative Experience of Punk Learners." (2014. Doctoral  
Dissertation, University of Denver), 13. 

24 Ibid. 5

25 Ibid. 5
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understanding exists, so does Gemeinschaft. Discussion of these forms of chamber music, especially 

punk, cannot go further without delving into the political aspect of intellectual proximity. 

 Toennies states that “...everything that conforms to the conception of the Gemeinschaft 

relationship and what in and for this situation has meaning, forms its laws.” 26 There are laws within the 

Gemeinschaft relationship which are bound to bump against society writ large. Larger societal norms 

can be filed under Gesellschaft. As Gemeinschaft attempts physical separation from Gesellschaft, it  

also yearns for mental distance. Often, however, they push against each other in constant tussle. This 

creates the political side of Gemeinschaft's intellectual proximity.

This tug of war can be examined in the act of chamber music. Theodor Adorno echoes 

Gemeinschaft in stating that chamber music creates formal laws in of itself. What is crucial to this  

argument is what Adorno adds: “In the pure pursuit of its own formal law it [chamber music] critically 

honed itself against the activities of the music market and against the society they complied with.” 27 

Chamber music, like Gemeinschaft, sets itself up in opposition to society. 

One example of this is the Schubertiades in Vienna. In Schubert's time, Austria was under 

control by the Metternich regime, one which used wide spread religious limits. David Gramit mentions 

one instance of such legal limitations: “the Metternich regime asserts a religious legal requirement that  

Lent bring an end even to domestic balls of carnival season.” 28 Even in light of this, Schubert and 

friends would meet during the Lenten season anyway. Chamber music would assume in spite of laws 

forbidding such activity. Gramit mentions one account of a Metternich agent crashing a Schubertiade 

during Lenten season, forcing the night to an end. 

26 Ferdinand Toennies. “Gemeinschaft and Gesellschaft” in Theories of Society: Foundations of Modern Sociological  
Theory, 199.

27 Theodor W. Adorno. “Chamber Music” in Introduction to the Sociology of Music, 91.

28 David. 2000. “Between 'Täuschung' and 'Seligkeit': Situating Schubert's Dances”. The Musical Quarterly, 84 (2). 
(Oxford University Press: 221–37. http://www.jstor.org/stable/742565., 233. 

http://www.jstor.org/stable/742565
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The chamber music and dancing fly in the face of the law. In this sense, Schubertiades act as a 

political statement which Gramit points out as well: “the youth and physical activity of dance become 

symbols of political freedom as...symbols of resistance to oppression.” 29 Music historian E. van Der 

Straeten also writes of the political nature of these Schubertiades. This chamber music, he stresses, 

served as a way to peacefully protest societal domineering. Because Schubert and company felt 

“[m]entally oppressed by a despotic Government, they sought their pleasures and relaxations chiefly in 

the privacy of their homes, and...one of their favorite amusements was dancing.” 30 Schubertiades set 

up a world with its own laws, where music and dance was year round. This was bound to clash with the 

Lenten laws of the Metternich regime. As van Der Straeten and Gramit purported, this clash was to the 

full knowledge of those in attendance. Chamber music in this case seeks a Gemeinschaft relationship 

that contrasts the society it exists in. 

This sort of separation by Gemeinschaft values can also be seen in the chamber music of punk. 

The gatherings themselves will be examined as a political act. At the heart of punk is the adage DIY: 

Do It Yourself. DIY implies taking the resources one has to create something new out of it. Cordova 

writes of DIY in punk circles during the 80's and 90's:  “...shift of focus from rebelling against authority 

to the work of creating (or reconstructed) a world that was more just, allowed for Hardcore Punk 

(particularly between the years of 1986-1998) to increasingly act as a site of DIY learning.” 31 What has 

to be stated is that, contrary to Cordova's claims, DIY is a form of political protest. There is not a 

transfer from a state of rebellion to DIY. Both exist within the same sphere of intellectual proximity 

that is the political.

29 Ibid. 233 

30 Van Der Straeten, E.. 1928. “Schubert, Lanner, Strauss, and the Waltz”. The Musical Times 69 (1028). Musical Times 
Publications Ltd.: 893–96.

31 Rebekah A. Cordova. "Punk has always been My School": The Educative Experience of Punk Learners", 28. 
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Take the Los Angeles punk scene for instance. Writing about this scene, Gomez notices that 

“there is recognition among participants of backyard gigs that they challenge the material and symbolic  

obstacles they face related to an imposed second-class citizenship.” 32This second-class citizenship 

Gomez refers to is that of the Latino and Chicano people in LA who faced racial scrutiny and economic 

hardship. Chamber music, punk rock in particular, served as a means of standing against such troubles. 

For one, DIY transformed the space where the chamber music could took place. Taking to the backyard 

of these homes, the impoverished living quarters are made into vibrant social and musical locations.  

There is a bit in Gomez's dissertation which points out this change: “[i]nstead of following exchange 

value orientations to space, gig organizers seek collaboration with others to coordinate a successful 

reconfiguration of the backyard as well as to establish social networks that watch out for potential 

interruptions that accompany their disavowal of dominant social groups at the neighborhood, city, and 

state levels.” 33 The politics are in spite of the trodden conditions given by society. Economic 

oppression becomes a center for Gemeinschaft through DIY and, by proxy, chamber music. 

Despite being centers of Gemeinschaft, these punk meets are often shut down by police. Legal 

parameters to social activities, such as noise violation and solicitation laws, come into play. Yet  

“despite a heightened police presence and impoverished conditions of East Los Angeles, the social-

spatial practices of organizing gigs...facilitates a continual growth in the numbers of its participants and 

organizers.” 34 Like Schubertiades during the reign of the Metternich's, the LA punk scene organizes 

around the conditions imposed upon it by society. Adorno's statement of chamber music pursuing its 

own formal laws resounds in the political nature of punk and chamber music in general. Through 

32 Jonathan Daniel Gomez. "'Where's the Gig at?' The East Los Angeles Backyard Punk Scene and the Creations of Social
 Spaces at the Turn of the 21st Century”, 11.

33 Ibid. 68. 

34 Ibid. 68. 
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creation of intimate spaces for social music experiences, chamber music embodies Gemeinschaft  

values at the expense of challenging society's own standards. Sparks from this friction create the flame 

that drives positive change. 

This positivity also stems from a general love of music by all present. Gemeinschaft, as has 

been stated, exists where there is a mutual sentiment between a group of people. 'Understanding' was 

used by Toennies to depict this state. With mental intimacy, people can interact within a relationship  

not based on utility but fellow feeling. An understanding based on music comes through.

One example in particular displays this understanding in chamber music. Schubert's accomplice 

Maria Mitterbacher makes another appearance. She poignantly describes a Viennese chamber music 

gathering as follows: “Since, at these concerts, there were neither beautiful premises, nor fine attire, nor 

vanity but only the deepest reverence for the art of arts, it was really just one family.” 35 What is 

intriguing about Mitterbacher's account is how, in terms of Gemeinschaft, intellectual proximity along 

with  physical proximity creates a feeling of the closeness of blood relationships. This compound 

creates an element whose creation and existence relies on a refined environment. Such an environment 

for a three-fold form of Gemeinschaft can be chamber music. 

There is more to speculate on chamber music and its relation to Gemeinschaft. For one, this 

review delves exclusively in Toennies' text. There is no enquiry in modern interpretations of 

Gemeinschaft.These along with other supplemental texts will only lead to a fuller conception of 

Gemeinschaft. With this fleshed out idea, perhaps it could reveal more wrinkles in Gemeinschaft's 

relation to chamber music. Then there is the other part of the puzzle: chamber music. Having a broader  

sample of chamber music, historical and contemporary, could lead to further inquiry. This review is an 

invitation for such research: an invitation to flesh out a narrative for what we do when we get together 

to share music with each other. 

35 Otto Erich Deutsch, ed. Schubert: Memoirs by His Friends, 223.
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